
Ng Seow Moi
Age: 64
Occupation: Retired
Status: Widow

Activities

Personality

Communication

With

Mahjong

- sociable
- loves going to CC for Taiji and friend’s house Mahjong
- loves sharing stories with children/ grand children

Interaction with granddaughter
- finds topics to share with her but she is not interested
  eg. Mdm Ng’s rich life experience
- feels that the younger genetation need to learn correct moral values since they 
  do not get any discipline from their parents
- She also finds technology complex
  eg. Internet is hard to pick up when she tries to communicate with her   eg. Internet is hard to pick up when she tries to communicate with her 
  granddaughter via these technology

Desire
- She felt that the granddaughter gets irritated if she show interest in her personal life
  eg. when she ask who she is going out with, her granddaughter will over-react

Community Centre
Friends

Mahjong Kakis Tai Ji Mates

Community Involvement
Activities

Taiji

Places you find her

Parks Community Centre Friend’s house

~Elderly



~Teenager

Ann Wong
Age: 17
Occupation: Student
Status: Single

Activities

With

Going out with friends

Fan Clubs Classmates Old Friend

Making friends online Chasing Idols Texting

Places you find her

Starbucks Studyroom School Shopping Malls

~Teenager

Personality

Communication
Interaction with grandmother (in the same household)
- both could speak fluent English and Chinese
- finds it hard to initiate talks with her
- has alot of thoughts held back to sharing
- thinks that she should grab hold of technology/ internet as that is how she best 
  express her thoughts to her friends
- finds her grandma’s conversation redundant/ repetitive- finds her grandma’s conversation redundant/ repetitive

- make friends easily
- observer and listener in a group
- shy personality and seldom initiate conversations
- has alot of thoughts and emotion but does not know means of expressing
- traditional and filial to elderly

Desire
- She needs a solution to help her initiate conversations with her grandmother without
  having feeling embarassed/ awkard.
- needs to improve on her inability to open up herself which caused holdbacks in their
  conversations
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